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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Illustrate the soft state at sender and receiver for SS+RTR protocol. Also draw the signaling message flow diagram.
(5M)

Ans:

Figure 1: SS+RTR state

Figure 2: SS+RTR message flow diagram



2. (a) Prove that the two packet delivery of a single message provides at-least-once reliability. (6M)

(b) If recoverable sockets are utilized in two packet delivery of a single message, what kind of reliability is possi-
ble? Prove your statement. (7M)

NOTE:
The answer given below requires understanding of material given in the following papers.
Dag Belsnes, Single-Message Communication, IEEE Transactions on Communications, Vol. Com. 24, No. 2,
February 1976.
Ray Tomlinson, Selecting Sequence Numbers, BBN, INGW Protocol Note 2, August 1974.

Ans:

(a) The two packet delivery of a single message scenario can be implemented with or with out using timers
and sequence numbers. [Belsnes 1976] paper utilizes timers and sequence numbers; but does not utilize a
monotonically increasing initial sequence number as suggested by [Tomlinson 1974]. The initial sequence
number is always set to 0. With this scenario, there is a chance of duplicate delivery, thus leading to at-
least-once reliability semantics. A two packet delivery, as mentioned in [Belsnes 1976] provides only maybe
reliability semantics. The scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: 2-packet message delivery as per [Belsnes 1976]

As mentioned in [Belnes 1976], if we impose large time gap restrictions on retransmission timer or consecu-
tive connection setups, then at-least-once semantics are guaranteed. There shall be no dataloss.



Utilizing the timers and changing initial sequence number for each new connection shall avoid data loss even
in 2-packet delivery. The scenario is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: 2-packet message delivery with timers and different initial sequence numbers

Please note that the answer provided is an example. This is a very flaky proof technique. A rigorous proof is
out-of-scope for this course.



(b) A recoverable socket retains its’ state even across host crashes/reboots. The effect is as if the communication
has never been interrupted. The usual communication scenarios where neither hosts reboot are same as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The scenario is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: 2-packet message delivery with recoverable sockets

3. Illustrate the SMP server mobility scenario with the help of a message flow diagram. (5M)

Ans:

Figure 6: SMP server mobility scenario



4. What are the steps involved in different phases of operation – enrollment, establishment, data transfer – for SMP.
(7M)

Ans:

Enrollment Enrollment phase involves all of the participants excluding clients registering their presence with the
SMP directory server (SDS). The registration process is manual. Each server must also register with the local
end point port mapper (EP PM) cache in order to avoid port conflicts. The clients need not enroll themselves
with anyone.

Establishment Connection establishment process starts with a client obtaining a local end point; the client im-
plicitly register with the local end point port mapper (EP PM) to avoid port conflicts. A client also utilises
SDS request and response PDUs to query SMP directory service (SDS). With the help of SDS, clients map
<ServiceID, role> to <ETH_address, port>. Client stores the obtained results in the local EP-PM. With the
<ETH_address, port>, client can communicate with the server end point. Servers wait for incoming client con-
nections and map the socket address of an incoming request to service identifier in the range zzzzzaaaaa to
zzzzzzzzzz. With these steps, connection establishment phase is complete.
A connection end point information is removed from EP-PM and local cache upon timeout. There is no
separate connection termination phase in SMP.

Data Transfer Both end points use SMP data transfer PDU to exchange data. SMP being a simple protocol,
in-band or out-of-band control information is not exchanged during the data transfer phase.

5. IPv6 utilizes header chaining with the help of next header mechanism to implement dynamic headers. Use this
idea to add the following mechanisms to SMP.

(a) Fragmentation and reassembly (5M)
(b) Combining and separation (5M-Bonus)

Ans:

Figure 7: SMP modified PDU with next header field

The modified SMP header contains one extra field, next header. Next header indicates whether the next sequence
of bytes correspond to any dynamic header or a payload. We can have a very simple number allocation scheme.

Number in next header Next byte sequence

0 Payload
1 Fragmentation dynamic header (SMP offset)
2 Combining dynamic header (Tiny payload)

The byte offset can correspond to the location of this fragment in the overall fragment set. The packet ID unique
identifies a packet. The one bit flag MF indicates whether this fragment is the last one (MF=1) or there are more
to follow (MF=0).

A complete SMP packet is encapsulated in Tiny SMP packet field. The length of the encapsulated packet is
specified in a 2-byte packet length field.



Figure 8: SMP fragmentation dynamic header

Figure 9: SMP combining and separation dynamic header

6. SMP is to run atop a 100Gbps point-to-point line capable of carrying packets upto 65K bytes. The line has a one-
way delay of 1 milli second and the senders maximum packet retransmission time is known to be 1 milli second.
The receiver generates an ACK almost instantaneously. You are interested in modifying SMP to implement flow
control features.

(a) Calculate the minimum required value for N. (5M)
(b) Modify the SMP PDU mechanisms and policies to efficiently use the line. (5M)

Ans:

(a) Given R = 1ms, MPL = 1ms, A = 0ms and T=1011bytes/sec
NOTE: The R value chosen is somewhat low. It is reasonable to have R somewhat greater than 2MPL.
Since more information about subnet/network is not available, MPL is taken to be equal to one-way delay.
The sequence number field inequality is,

2N ą p2MPL`R`AqT
ñ N ą log2p2MPL`R`AqT

substituting the given values, we get
N ą 28.161
The effective value of N is less than 32. We can safely allocate a byte for the sequence number field.

(b) The modified SMP PDU is shown below.

Figure 10: SMP PDU to accommodate flow control

The one byte sequence number is sufficient to fill the pipe; another one byte for Window allows for piggy-
backed acknowledgement. We can also have a dedicated control PDU for piggybacked acknowledgement.
Both sender and receiver can use either Go-Back-N or selective repeat (SR) kind of ARQ schemes for flow
control policies.


